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Chancellor, Rector, Pro-Rectors, Professor Fenech, Members of the Academic Board, distinguished 
guests and fellow graduands.  

It is my distinct honour to be addressing you all this evening on behalf of the Bachelor of Arts (hons.) 
students that are graduating today.  
 
One would think that a Theatre Studies graduate wouldn’t bat an eye at talking in front of a hall full of 
people. However, not even the numerous presentations I’ve given throughout the past three years have 
made standing here before of all of you today less of a daunting task. At least this one is thankfully not 
being graded.  
 
On an occasion such as this it’s difficult for even the most cynical of us to not be overwhelmed by a 
myriad of emotions. If you are graduating today, then you are experiencing the culmination of your 
academic journey. If you are a parent, then you are beaming with pride at your child’s accomplishment. 
It’s never been easy to predict what the academics are thinking much less feeling but I would say they 
are glad to see the young minds they’ve helped shape rewarded for their hard work and diligence.  
 
Not too long ago we received the news that our hard work had paid off and we had been accepted to 
study at the University of Malta. We sheepishly strolled around the stalls of our first Fresher’s Week 
and sat through our first lectures, full of anticipation and slight apprehension. After all, we were 
embarking on a new and exciting chapter in our academic journey, one that would undoubtedly come 
with its highs and its lows. As Arts students we would be expanding our knowledge and appreciation 
for subjects which we were truly passionate about. Though if we’re truly honest with ourselves, most 
of us ended up here because we were bad at Maths.  
 
Regardless of how much one loves a subject it does not necessarily mean studying it will be easy or 
effortless, as I’m sure many here can attest to. There have been times when we became overwhelmed 
with stress and doubted if we could get through it. For example, when we stared at the blinking cursor 
on an unforgiving Word document for what seemed like an eternity, not knowing how to begin, at times 
considering chucking our laptop out the window and giving up entirely. However, somehow, we 
managed to pick ourselves up and continue, heavily aided by Theasaurs.com and copious amounts of 
caffeinated beverages.  
 
Two years passed by like a strike of lightning and the time to start pondering the subjects of our 
dissertations rolled around. We were tasked with finding a title that would become our dear friend and 
mortal enemy for the duration of our final year. Nonetheless, few things will ever compare to the feeling 
of holding your completed dissertation in your hands, that sense of accomplishment and pride which 
was promptly overtaken by the dread at our looming final examinations. Though considering we’re all 
sitting here today I’d say everything turned out just fine.  
 
I would be remiss to reduce our University journey to merely three years of lectures, exams and 
assignments finished dangerously close to the Turnitin deadline. From here I would like to commend 
those individuals who joined student organisations for the time and effort you put into not only 
improving the academic experience of the students in your respective courses but also creating events 
for us to unwind and socialise at after a week of lectures.  



 
You might have participated in Student’s Fest, which was a wonderful experience that gave students 
from various courses the opportunity to meet and work together to create a wonderful, student driven 
show.  
 
Some of us also had the incredible opportunity to go on Erasmus where we studied in foreign 
universities, established connections with academics and students, and forged friendships that have 
stood the test of time and distance.   
 
And the University of Malta experience would not have been complete without pulling an all-nighter 
at the KSU Night-time study area, where diligent students slaving away at their studies bonded over 
their shared sleep-depravity. 
 
It’s difficult to adequately sum up these past three years at the University of Malta in a single speech 
especially since each one of us has a had their own unique experience be it positive or otherwise. I 
consider myself lucky to have had such a positive experience during which I overcame my feelings of 
inadequacy and learned to channel my energy and assertiveness into my work. I have made invaluable 
connections with faculty members who have treated me not as a number, rather as a valued member of 
an academically supportive community and introduced me to likeminded people who I now have to 
privilege to call friends.  
 
From here I would like to thank the Faculty of Arts for welcoming us all to the university and guiding 
us through those crucial first months before giving us the space to each choose our paths moving 
forward. And considering this is the BA Hons. Ceremony we actually did choose.   
 
To the Department of Theatre Studies within the school of Performing Arts thank you for providing us 
with the space to grow both intellectually and creatively. You immersed us in an enriching and creative 
learning environment that saw its fruit both in our academic work and also the performances we staged. 
As wide-eyed first years you stated to us that “The department of Theatre Studies is probably best 
department at university” and although at the time I considered this an ambitious statement over these 
past three years you have more than lived up to it.  
 
To the emphatically passionate group of people, my fellow Theatre Studies graduates, may we never 
lose sight of our individuality and strive to channel this passion we possess in all our future choices and 
ventures.  
 
My personal thanks go to my parents, Carmen and Edward, for their unrelenting patience, support and 
belief in me despite my chosen field being less than what is considered traditional.  
 
All of us graduating today find ourselves in a similar situation as that of three years ago. We are 
celebrating our wonderful academic achievement and are about to move on to the next part of our life’s 
journey, be it furthering our studies, starting new jobs or taking a well needed break. As we begin to 
navigate a new unknow we are reminded of those same feelings of anticipation and apprehension that 
we felt as first years. But let us look at it this way, if we made it through the University of Malta, we 
can make it through anything. 
 
Congratulations to the Bachelor of Arts Hons. Class of 2019.  
 
Thank You. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


